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Dear Friends

Since 2005, we at Made By Survivors have put our hearts 
and souls into helping women and children to become free 
and remain free from slavery and all other human rights 
abuses.  

In 2003, I saw a documentary about trafficking that 
changed my life.  I knew I would never be able to go back 
to my old life without doing something to help people in 
slavery.  It took a lot of hard work and figuring out, 
but today, as a community of love, we’re doing it! In 
2012 and 2013 we served over a thousand survivors and 
high risk people in six countries,

We would never have been able to touch so many lives 
without the support of our donors, customers, partners 
and friends.  Thank you!

This report is my chance to give an overview of our 
impact: what we do, where we do it, and who we do it 
with. It also give us a chance  to introduce a few of our 
courageous survivors, the ones we have the joy and honor 
of doing it for. I hope you enjoy it!



Made By Survivors employs and educates 
women around the world who are survivors 
of slavery and related human rights 
abuses, such as child marriage and 
child labor, giving them all the tools 
they need to become slavery-proof and 
independent.

To heal and to live independently, 
survivors need to know their rights, 
learn to value themselves, and be 
financially self-sustaining, enabling 
them to leave the inhumanity and abuse 
of their past behind them once and for 
all.  With love and respect at the core 
of every one of our programs, we partner 
with local shelters to help provide 
aftercare such as safe housing, health 
care, counseling and basics such as 
clean water and clean renewable energy.

 MISSION and VISION



the brutal reality of modern day slavery
Over 29 million men, women and children are living as 
slaves in today’s world, according to the most recent 
United Nations report.  People in every region of the world 
are trafficked and enslaved for commercial sex, labor 
(usually for the most dirty, demeaning or dangerous jobs), 
domestic work, agriculture, forced begging, and as child 
soldiers.

Another 100 million young girls around the world are forced 
into child marriages.  Although child brides are not 
included in the slavery numbers, child marriage is a severe 
infraction of human rights and endangers the lives and 
spirits of countless young girls.

       WHERE PEOPLE ARE TRAFFICKED
• Trafficking occurs in every  
 part of the world

• South and Southeast Asia,   
along with sub-Saharan   
Africa and Eastern Europe,  
 are the largest source 
regions, where victims come 
from

• The USA, Western Europe, 
the Middle East and Japan are 
the most popular destination 
regions where victims are sold 
and exploited

• People are most often 
trafficked from rural and 
impoverished areas to more 

      HOW PEOPLE ARE TRAFFICKED
• Sold by family members or neighbors

• Tricked into slavery while looking  
 for work

• Born into slavery (such as children  
 born into brothels or to parents in  
 bonded labor slavery)

• Kidnapped outright (more common  
 for child soldiers than other types  
 of slavery)

• ‘Loverboy’ schemes or false   
 marriages to traffickers

• Trafficked out of another abusive  
 situation such as child marriage or  
 child labor

Left: Room in a 
Mumbai brothel. 
Right: Teens girls in 
a Mumbai red light 
area. Photos courtesy 
Rescue Foundation



Regardless of how or where 
a person is trafficked, the 
experience is devastating.  
Beatings, torture, extreme 
psychological violence, social 
stigma, sexual abuse, and 
malnutrition are common in many 
types of slavery.

Slavery is arguably one of the 
worst human rights emergencies 
in the world today.  Many 
enslaved people - particularly 
children - do not survive the 
ordeal. Others are permanently 
disfigured or traumatized.  

People trafficked for sexual exploitation face an 
additional challenge:  even if they are rescued, the 
stigma they face is extreme.  They are blamed for what 
has been done to them, and many can never return to their 
families and villages.

related human rights issues:
When our organization started, we focused exclusively 
on survivors of trafficking and girls from high-risk 
communities such as border towns and red light districts.  

Working with survivors, we learned that trafficking and 
slavery were only one part of the picture.  Many of the 
girls in our program had also been victims of other human 
rights abuses - child marriage, domestic violence, racial 
or tribal discrimination, gender discrimination, lack of 
access to education, as well as life-endangering poverty 
- before they were trafficked.  These other issues 
increased their vulnerability to trafficking, and were 
inextricably connected.

Victims of many human rights abuses found their way 
into our programs because they had the same needs as 
our trafficking survivors.  Our programs now serve all 
kinds of survivors, and their children, as well as high-
risk women and children, in India, Nepal, Cambodia and 
Thailand.



WHY IS EMPLOYMENT SO IMPORTANT TO SLAVERY SURVIVORS?
poverty is listed as a root cause of trafficking in almost every published study 

Because poverty is a major risk factor it must be 
addressed in order for survivors to remain free and to 
reduce their vulnerability to exploitation.  Survivors who 
return home without job options are often re-trafficked or 
stigmatized by their family and community.

Women who earn have higher status and more power in their family and community. 
One of Made By Survivors’ most successful employment 
programs is our Jewelry Program.  Through this project, 
started in 2010, survivors in three locations in India 
have been trained and employed as artisan goldsmiths. 

These women now earn a wage far above the poverty line.  
Their self-esteem and identities have been healed.  
With leadership and entrepreneurship skills, they are 
transforming their families and communities. 

Our survivors are pioneers, as some of India’s first 
women goldsmiths.  Our artisans are breaking barriers 
of gender roles, income potential, and leadership. Many 
are earning more than their husbands or anyone in their 
families -wages typical for a college graduate. 

With this income, they are 
able to rejoin society, and 
support themselves and their 
families.  

‘Now that I am working at MBS, my father 
and brothers no longer tell me what to do.  I 
get to decide when to go to work, when to do 
housework, whether to buy groceries or a new 
sari, or go to the movies”                   
    Anisha, 23



                                        MBS EMPLOYMENT CENTERS:
Calcutta Ballygunge - NEW - 10 highly skilled artisans are 
working at the new center and 17 more will begin training 
in November.  The new trainees will come from shelter 
homes all over Calcutta.

Calcutta CCH - the pilot Jewelry program, now employing 10 
girls who are not ready to work outside of the shelter.

Jalpaiguri Center - 22 Survivors have been trained.   Four 
recently developed sufficient skill to begin production.

Mumbai center - 26 survivors have been trained at the 
Rescue Foundation shelter outside Mumbai.  This program is 
currently on hiatus because many program participants were 
repatriated to Bangladesh. We are exploring options for 
reopening it with a satellite program in Bangladesh.

Priyanka was born 
into the red light 
district of Kolkata.  
Her mom, who had 
been forced into 
prostitution as a 
teen, sent Priyanka 
to a shelter to 
protect her from 
being used for sex. 

At age 18. she 
joined our jewelry 
program and became 
one of our strongest 
artisans. Recently 
she was able to move 
out of the shelter 
with the money she 
has saved, rented 
an apartment and 
is bringing her 
mother and sister 
out of the red light 
district.

Priyanka, Age 21



       2012-13  PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS for SURVIVOR EMPLOYMENT 
In addition to the jewelry centers, Made By 
Survivors employs survivors in other job 
programs and supports employment at partner 
shelters throughout Asia and Africa. 

 

PRINCESS HOME, NEPAL - 20 survivors employed making beaded jewelry  
MAITI NEPAL - 25 women employed making beaded jewelry and bags
RAHAB BAZAAR, THAILAND - 25 survivors employed making fine jewelry  
WOMENS INTERLINK FOUNDATION - 15 survivors employed blockprinting
AFESIP CAMBODIA - 40 women employed sewing silk bags    
ABAN, GHANA - 15 survivors employed making recycled bags
HOME OF HOPE,FIJI - 12 women employed making clay jewelry        
Rwot Omiyo, Uganda- 20 survivors employed making recycled jewelry
HOUSE OF HOPE CALCUTTA - 15 women employed creating sari blankets        
BHAKTAPUR WOMANCRAFT PAPER - 50 women employed making paper products
FREEDOM MATTERS, NEPAL - 15 survivors employed making silver jewelry  
Friends Handicraft, Nepal - 50 women employed making felt bags   
   



                   What we offer partners:
 
 Business development consulting
 Product development and Design
 funding for training, equipment and emergencies
 We are the primary buyer of their products in the US
 We create an international market for their products
 We promote their work and assist with fundraising 

   

Srey was trafficked at 11 for $150 to a brothel in Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia, following her mother’s death. Thankfully she was 
rescued and sent to an AFESIP orphanage.  Later, she chose to 
train in the tailoring program.  

When the workshop first moved into the village of Kompong 
Cham, the community was appalled. ‘We don’t want those bad 
girls here!’ people said. However, in Cambodian culture, a 
woman who earns is respected. As some of the highest wage 
earners in the village, Srey and the other survivors soon won 
over the entire community.  Srey met and married a young man 
from the community.  She now has a baby daughter who will grow 
up safe, valued, and free.



  “I never thought anyone could believe in me.  I never 
imagined I could be special to someone.  Thank you for 
caring for me.  May all your dreams come true” .                                   
                          Rebecca, sponsored child in Nepal

Young people who are trafficked, or whose parents were 
trafficked are destined to grow up and repeat the cycle 
unless they are given education and ongoing support to build 
a different kind of life. 

Education transforms not only the children, but also their 
families and the community, serving as an inspiring example 
to others and ultimately bringing sustainable income into 
the family.  Our experience has been that educating a 
person through grade 10 ensures that he or she will not be 
trafficked into slavery, or re-trafficked.  

 HOW DOES EDUCATION PROTECT KIDS FROM SLAVERY?

 



Anika was trafficked to India at age 12 from 
a remote tribal village in Nepal.  She was 
one of the 15-20 of Nepali girls trafficked 
every single day to brothels in India.   
After being rescued and sent home without  
proper oversight, Anika was trafficked to 
India a second time.  Because she had been 
trafficked, her family and community saw her 
as ruined and lacking value.  

Thankfully, Anika was rescued a second 
time and is now growing up in a safe loving 
environment at Apple of God’s Eye.  Her 
dream is to open a school in her village to 
offer an alternative to the trafficking of 
children.  In just three years of schooling, 
she has advanced from 2nd to 9th grade. 

                               Sponsorship Program Sites 2012-2013
Made By Survivors sponsors the schooling of 190 child survivors of 
forced labor or sexual exploitation, and the children of slaves, 
born in red light districts or on the streets, who are at high 
risk for being trafficked alongside their parents. 

Apple of God’s Eye, Nepal - 25 kids including trafficking 
survivors and their brothers and sisters from very high risk 
communities

Princess Home, Nepal - 10 high risk girls and former street kids 
        

Ektara, Calcutta - 25 kids from the Topsia slum.  None of the 
girls in this program were able to attend school before this 
program. Some worked alongide their moms as ragpickers.

Women’s Interlink Foundation, Calcutta - 20 survivors & red light 
kids 
      

Ram Krishna Boarding School, Calcutta - 25 kids from Kidderpore 
red light community.

Womens Interlink foundation, Jalpaiguri, India - Our newest 
program educates 30 survivors and kids born into brothel 
communities in a tea-growing region, which has been hard hit by 
child trafficing.

Freedom School, Varanasi, India - 54 children formerly enslaved 
alongside their parents in  quarries and brick kilns.  The 
children recently transitioned to public schools. We are now 
beginning sponsorship of a newly freed village

Anika was trafficked to 
India at age 12 from a 
remote tribal village 
in Nepal.  After being 
rescued and sent home 
without  proper oversight, 
Anika was trafficked a 
second time.  Because she 
had been trafficked, her 
family and community saw 
her as ruined and lacking 
value.  Thankfully, Anika 
was rescued a second time 
and is now growing up in a 
safe loving environment at 
Apple of God’s Eye.  Her 
dream is to open a school 
in her village to offer 
an alternative to the 
trafficking of children.  

         Anika, age 16



An important goal for Made By Survivors is to elevate survivors’ 
status in society and their self-esteem, so they can rise above 
poverty and slavery once and for all.  We offer college-level 
design and entrepreneurship training, empowering our survivors 
to become product designers, program managers and business 
owners.  

To accomplish this, we partner with academic institutions 
including Babson College, Rhode Island School of Design, and 
Falmouth University UK.  Together we are developing an online 
training collaboration between students in England and the US 
and survivors in our India Jewelry Programs.

We also send designers and professors to lead workshops at our 
programs in Asia, including Professor Elizabeth Hermann from 
RISD, senior design lecturer Susan Shaw from UCF, and Nancy 
Edwards, artisan goldsmith from New York City.   

Our International Jewelry Program Director Dianna Badalament 
has spent eight months in India training survivors in design 
and fabrication over the past two years.  In spring 2012, we 
recorded video series of this training program, which will make 
it easier to replicate the Jewelry Program in new locations, and 
will provide a permanent visual tool for our current jewelers.  

 WHY Teach DESIGN and ENTREPRENEURSHIP?



WHY THERAPEUTIC ARTS?
Pain that is inflicted through the body cannot just be talked out.  
Some of it must also be processed physically.  Through the arts, 
survivors can express their pain in positive ways that promote 
healing. We offer arts such as mural painting, photography and 
dance at workshops throughout the year, 

As the darkness escapes through artistic expression, it leaves room 
for light and hope. Girls express this transformation in  murals 
at the shelters.  Murals also allow us to to leave a permanent 
reminder of our care for the girls in their living spaces.

In our Calcutta program, we have recently begun offering a weekly 
art therapy class which the girls have nicknamed ‘the crying 
class’.  In this class, local artist Eina Aluwalia has been 
using art history to  explore with survivors the possibility of 
expressing their pain through their art, using the example of 
artists such as Frida Kahlo.



           

         

 RESCUE and AFTERCARE
Made By Survivors works in partnership with shelters to provide 
housing, therapy, and health care resources to survivors and 
girls at risk, and to help fund rescue operations. 

At Women’s Interlink Foundation in Calcutta, we added another 
floor to the shelter to make room for 25 rescued girls. At 
Rescue Foundation in Mumbai, we helped build a schoolhouse and 
vocational training center to serve 125 survivors and a bio-
diesel renewable power system. 

Currently, in Jalpaiguri, West Bengal, we are building a shelter 
and vocational training program to serve 150 + survivors.

Past projects include remodeling a preschool at Sanlaap shelter 
in Calcutta for babies born while their mothers were enslaved in 
brothels.  At DEPDC in Chiang Rai, Thailand, we installed a water 
treatment system providing clean water to 300 survivors.

Funds for these projects come from products sales and donations.

Sita and Sanjana’s 
mother works in 
prostitution in the 
Sonagachi red light 
area.  They were 
rescued and sent to 
the Women’s Interlink 
Foundation Shelter to 
prevent them being sold 
into bogus marriages to 
adult men.

These lively sisters 
live at the Nijuloy 
shelter home, where we 
recently constructed a 
new floor.

     Sita and Sanjana,
          AGE 9 AND 11   



                Rescue and Aftercare Projects, 2011-2013:

Rescue Foundation - supported Rescue operations, biodiesel 
Renewable energy facility, vocational training building/
schoolhouse
 Cost: $120,000        Survivors Served: 200
     
Nijuloy Shelter Build, Calcutta
 Cost $45,000          Survivors Served: 50

Jalpaiguri shelter Build, W. Bengal, India
 Cost $90,000+   Survivors to be Served: 150+



               
 

            HOW We Do It:
 Create and Nurture partnerships
 Address Truama
  identify candidates
 address trauma
 provide training
 Address Trauma
 Increase wages as ability develops
 Address trauma
  Encourage Survivors to pay it forward and provide 
 opportunities to do so
 Celebrate a Survivor’s Success

Cristina was 
trafficked throughout 
childhood alongside 
her mother in a hotel 
restaurant, used for 
washing dishes and for 
sex.  After rescue, 
she was depressed and 
barely spoke.  In our 
Jalpaiguri program, 
Cristina’s brilliance 
and personality are 
slowly beginning to 
re-emerge.  

It will take time, but 
we plan to be there 
supporting Cristina 
as long as it takes 
for her to recover and 
rediscover herself.

  Cristina, AGE 18



           IMPACT OVERVIEW
   Number of Survivors Served in 2012-2013: 985 
   Indirect Beneficiaries: 500 
  (Children and Other Dependents of Survivors        
    employed by MBS)

                                         INCOME 2011-2012
 2011 :    
  Grants     $214,460
  Individual Donations $226,508
  Sales Revenue    $152,596

 2012:    
  Grants     $313,140
  Individual Donations  $157,765
  Sales Revenue:    $158,092

       Employment, Education and Aftercare Expenses 2011-2012*
 2011 
 Employment & Training Programs $361,397  
 Education Programs    $21,475  
 Shelter Building, Support of Rescue & 
 Aftercare:       $81,715  
    
 2012:     
 Employment Programs    $402,300 
 Education Programs    $31,291  
 Shelter Building, Support of Rescue &   
 Aftercare:             $78,500  

*See Audited financials and tax filings online for further de-
tails.  2012 audit is in progress so 2012 financials are not final



     Our Team
    Our Staff: 
 Sarah Symons, Founder & Executive Director    
 John Berger, Founder and CEO
 Paul Suit, Managing Director     
 Soma Seal, Calcutta Program Manager
 Aparna Roy, Jalpaiguri Program Manager   
 Robin Rossmanith, Marketing & Operations
 Dianna Badalament, Int’l Jewelry Program Director 
 Amy Haynie, Wholesale Director 
 Nafiza Khatun,Jewelry Program Manager, Calcutta
     Kalpana Mistry & Soma Halder, Jewelry Center Supervisors

 
   Our Board of Directors 
 Elizabeth Goldberg, Board Chair - Professor of Human Rights   
 and Literature, Babson College 
 Charles Lawson, President IWORLDTEC.com and Human Rights   
 Activist in Cambodia
 Sarah Sykora, Chief Marketing Officer, Babson College
 Mark Grimes, Nonprofit Community Builder at Ned.com
 Helena Geng, International Entrepreneur and Investment Trader
 Lauren Schwartz, Sales Director at Box.com
 Abagail Wittnebert, Author, former Global Sales Director for  
 Enterasys
 Diane Davalos Beale, President of ExpLearn and Denver Chapter  
 of Made By Survivors
 John Berger & Sarah Symons, Founders of MBS/TEN Charities

        

    Our Academic Partners: 
 Babson College, Falmouth University (UK), Rhode Island School  
 of Design
  

    Foundation and Strategic Partners:   
 Humanity United, Tarsadia Foundation, Foster Family    
 Foundation, Google Foundation, Netsuite Foundation,    
 Development Service Organization (DSO), 
 Global Seva Foundation, ASSET India Foundation



There is joy in carving out your own path, in  choosing 
what direction you will take, and in accomplishing the 
dreams and goals you have established.  Our survivors 
exude this joy. They are dreaming big dreams, setting 
goals to fulfill those dreams, and celebrating their 
successes.  Their joy comes out of the hard work of 
leaving their trauma behind, acquiring the education 
and skills for high quality employment, and from being 
empowered to design their own free and beautiful lives.

 LOOKING FORWARD - planned for 2014 and Beyond
Womens Empowerment Center, Calcutta - a training and employment center 
where survivors from all over South Asia can live, study and work

Finishing and furnishing Jalpaiguri Shelter

Women’s Health Initiative - providing holistic and culturally sensitive 
healthcare to survivors and women in slums and red light areas

Employment in computers and Accounting, offereed in partnership with ASSET 
India Foundation



www.MadeBysurvivors.com

   facebook.com/BYSURVIVORS     pinterest.com/madebysurvivors/boards/

    twitter.com/madebysurvivors  youtube.com/user/MadeBySurvivors


